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Omics as the key to precision medicine?
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Human  Genome
Project                               
13 years

3,000,000,000 $

James Watson                                     
2 months

2,000,000 $

Personal 
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1 week

10,000 $

Genomics becoming affordable
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48 hours
1,000 $??



Routine genomics feeding
personalized therapy: 

are we there yet?



Discriminating driver vs passenger mutations

DRIVER mutations à
are causally implicated

in oncogenesis

PASSENGER mutations
à happen to be carried

along in the clonal
expansion

vs

mutation hotspots may not be always be cancer

drivers and drug targets! (Buisson et al, Science 2019)



Coping with tumor heterogeneity

§ The bulk tumour may be a collection of 
diverse subclones harbouring distinct
molecular signatures with differential levels
of sensitivity to treatment, following distinct
evolutionary trajectories over time (INTRA-
TUMOR HETEROGENEITY)

§ The same tumor type may result from 
different mutations or combinations of 
mutations in different patients (INTER-
TUMOR HETEROGENEITY)



Finding and acting on actionable mutations

§ Some lesions are 
undruggable (e.g., the loss
of function of a tumor
suppressor)

§ Some lesions may not have
yet an approved targeted
therapy

§ Off-label use of targeted
agents and drug
repurposing not always easy 

‘Basket’ trials
One drug is tested against a 
particular genetic mutation

across different cancer types

‘Umbrella’ trials
Different drugs are tested against
multiple genetic mutations within

the same cancer type



Dealing with data & information overload

§ Handling, storing, analyzing and 
visualizing results is not trivial

§ Reporting only clinically relevant
alterations in a clinically relevant
time frame

§ Incidental findings?
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Mutation-
specific
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agnostic
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approach

And the winner will be……..?




